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We use cookies to give you the best experience on the website. Using the Spark PE website, you agree with our privacy policy. Includes 10 training units with as soon as possible activities for your youngest students includes 20 teaching units to attract students physically and intellectually includes 15 teaching units, each with SPARK
EVENT, designed to motivate and encourage participation Includes 15 learning units with training/integration design for real application Includes 300 activities, who focus on school readiness with age 3 to 5 Integrate organized physical activity in the classroom or playground, which aligns with literacy, STEM, and more activities to focus on
collaboration, fitness, sports, and more for ages 5 to 14 setting outside the PE school day inclusive guide includes lessons and directions to adapt PE for all abilities in K - 12th grade. Only the guidebook includes. Not available in options sets. Subscription to the SPARKfamily website includes access to the full content of the module in the
digital electronic manual. This includes lessons, sheets, evaluation/implementation tools and more. Your subscription also includes access to hundreds of educational videos of activities and dances online. Interactive alignment and evaluation tools keep everyone on track, and personally Fit Wellness extensions with home activity
challenges add additional content for individual use outside of the classroom. Hundreds of skills and task maps are available in English and Spanish. A digital subscription is included in all three of the set's options. All-inclusive, the bestselling SPARKfolio is a custom box that holds and organizes all educational materials from a digital
subscription. It also includes hundreds of laminated maps of resources organized by topic. All materials in SPARKfolio are printed on high-quality paper, and those referred to are professionally laminated for normal use. SPARKfolio is included in Set 3 with a digital subscription, print guide and music CD for each training module. Do you
prefer an incredible copy of the curriculum? The printed manual is a copy of the electronic manual, on quality paper and organized by each device in a 3-ring binder. Choose a printed guide in set 2 with a digital subscription or a set 3 with a digital subscription and SPARKfolio. The CD is included in the printed guide or SPARKfolio and
includes all the music you need to teach the dances and activities included in the training module. It also includes warm-up, cooled music. e-Manual Hundreds of video activities and music files Score instruments SPARKfolio, custom box with all printed and organized unit and the theme of the world's most researched physical education
and physical activity programs! THE SPARK physical education program makes PE more inclusive, active and interesting for K-12 students. Get students active when learning key concepts that national and state standards. Tested over and over again, the SPARK PE program provides positive results that affect students for life. It's not
just a curriculum - you'll also get training and content matched equipment packages. The SPARK PE curriculum is designed for specific age groups and is segmented into four unique curriculums: K-2, 3-6, High School and High School. Each is supported by effective, specific tools and lesson plans for teachers that address standards for
students at the appropriate age. Improving physical activity and overall PE participation in grades 3 to 6! This set includes 20 training units that focus on activities or equipment and tailored grades 3 to 6. Daily lesson plans are taught in a sphere format and sequence with warm-up activities and more than 500 additional activities to get
students energized and actively learning. The guide also includes tips on implementation, video and skill maps in English and Spanish. The CD includes warm-up music, short and long interval music for closures, and all relevant dance songs are taught in the curriculum. Select the curriculum in three variations, detailed below. Improve
physical activity and overall participation in PE for grades 3 to 6! Get 20 training units that focus on activities or equipment with daily lesson plans taught in scope and consistency. Warm-up activities and over 500 additional activities get students energized and actively learning. The guide also adds tips on implementation, video and skill
maps. The CD includes all the music for the set included dancing. About the life of SPARK and ensure the longevity of the program with exciting, personalized trainings! The SPARK-3-6 curriculum is a great start, but SPARK is not a book, it's a program. Over the years, SPARK has tested numerous training strategies that are best
conveyed during face-to-face learning opportunities. What to do (lesson plans) come to life when how to do it is provided through SPARK training. SPARK workshops are fun and practical and teachers are motivated by dynamic and knowledgeable SPARK coaches. For more information about K-2 PE Workshops, contact us today! To
learn more or to plan for SPARK, please contact us at 833-73 SPARK or spark@gophersport.com. All the high-quality equipment you need to successfully implement your 3-6 program! Proper equipment is the key to the successful implementation of any curriculum. These hand-selected equipment packages were designed specifically for
the 3-6 program and include all to properly instruct every action in the SPARK curriculum. And best of all, each package consists of high-quality industry equipment exclusively from GOPHER! e-Manual Hundreds of activity videos and music files Score instruments SPARKfolio, custom box with all materials printed and organized by the
unit The world's most researched physical education and physical activity programs! Get the same great researched lessons, now with updated design and new features! Extended lesson plans include learning goals and objectives, reflection issues, social and emotional learning abilities (SEL), vocabulary, and national standards and
assessment level results reviewed. THE SPARK physical education program makes PE more inclusive, active and interesting for K-12 students. Get students active when learning key concepts that meet national and state standards. Tested over and over again, the SPARK PE program provides positive results that affect students for life.
It's not just a curriculum - you'll also get training and content matched equipment packages. The SPARK PE curriculum is designed for specific age groups and is segmented into four unique curriculums: K-2, 3-6, High School and High School. Each is supported by effective, specific tools and lesson plans for teachers that address
standards for students at the appropriate age. Set the stage for a healthy lifestyle with a curriculum designed specifically for Kindergartners for 2nd graders. Get 10 training units with daily lesson plans designed in scope and sequence format with more than 400 relevant activities. Access to the curriculum online (Set 1) or in combination
with a printed guide (Set 2). Set 3 adds a bestseller, all-inclusive SPARKfolio. The custom box includes a guide plus all the internet resources printed on quality paper. SPARKfolio is organized by a fast access unit. Comprehensive, attractive curriculum for your youngest students! Set the stage for a healthy lifestyle with a curriculum
designed specifically for Kindergartners for 2nd graders. The included guide has 10 training units with daily lesson plans developed in a scale and consistency format that meet national and state standards. More than 400 relevant activities improve daily lessons and attract students to health and wellness. An additional focus is on
academic integration tips that cover literacy, social skills, and challenging extensions for each event. About the life of SPARK and ensure the longevity of the program with exciting, personalized trainings! The SPARK K-2 curriculum is a great start, but SPARK is not a book, it's a program. Over the years, SPARK has tested numerous
training strategies that are best conveyed during face-to-face learning opportunities. What to do (lesson plans) come to life when like this provided through SPARK training. SPARK workshops are fun and practical and teachers are motivated by dynamic and knowledgeable SPARK coaches. For more information about K-2 PE Workshops,
contact us today! To learn more or to plan for SPARK, please contact us at 833-73 SPARK or spark@gophersport.com. All quality quality You need to successfully implement your K-2 program! Proper equipment is the key to the successful implementation of any curriculum. These hand-selected equipment packages have been designed
specifically for the K-2 program and include everything you need to properly brief each event in the SPARK curriculum. And best of all, each package consists of high-quality industry equipment exclusively from GOPHER! e-Manual Hundreds of video activities and music files Score instruments SPARKfolio, a custom box with all materials
printed and organized by the division and the theme of P.E. Curriculum The initial study of SPARK PE was initiated by the National Institutes of Health to create, implement and evaluate new and innovative approaches to content and exercise training, and then test them in the settings of the real world. SPARK PE has been designed to be
more inclusive, active and fun than traditional PE classes. Today, after lessons learned from more than 20 years of ongoing research and field trials across the country, SPARK PE is the most researched and proven on-site physical education program in the world - the true solution to our growing problem of overweight and obese
children. A sample K-2 Lesson Plan Is an Example 3-5 Lesson Plan In addition to The Spark P.E. curriculum Meredith Hill students will also be taught some skills and activities below. Below.
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